Modulation gap detection: effects of modulation rate, carrier separation, and mode of presentation.
Modulation gap detection (MGD) is a procedure that measures the sensitivity to an interruption in the modulation pattern imposed upon one or more carrier frequencies. The MGD task was developed to test conditions where a temporal event traverses frequency, but without a concomitant interruption in the spectral continuity of the stimulus. This contrasts with across-frequency gap detection where there is an inherent spectral discontinuity associated with the temporal gap, and where there is a marked decline in performance when the markers of the temporal gap are widely separated in frequency. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that a wideband temporal analysis will be facilitated if there exists a spectral continuity throughout the temporal event. Experiment 1 established the procedure of MGD and indicated that a modulation rate of 8 Hz was optimal for the task. Experiment 2 showed that performance declined markedly when the carrier frequencies of the modulation markers were widely separated in frequency. This finding indicates that spectral continuity across the temporal event is not a sufficient prerequisite for the auditory system to undertake a wideband temporal analysis. Experiment 3 revealed that dichotic MGD also results in poor performance, similar to that seen for widely separated carrier frequencies in the monaural case. This supports the hypothesis that the "channels" across which temporal events are poorly processed do not necessarily correspond to peripheral frequency channels.